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MARTIN’S JOURNEY 

Puppet Show, Drama and Cartoons. 

Titiriguiri Puppet Theatre, is a company set up in 2006 with several shows to its 

credit. Titiriguiri is committed to performances with a strong visual impact, 

combining puppeteering and audiovisuals, investigating and experimenting with new 

technology, and always aiming for maximum connection with the world of children. 

Martin´s Journey is a true example of this. This show was selected by Madrid 

Theatre Network, Spain, and performed in 23 venues. It has also participated in a 

number of international festivals, FETEN 2012, Tolosa, Redondela… 

 

STORYLINE 

This is the story of Martin, a little pig, fighting against what he had been told was 

to be his destiny. It is the quest of an adorable creature overcoming his fears and 

setting out on a journey in search of what he most loved… a great mud bath. 

As Martin shows courage against adversity, Titiriguiri once again opts for an 

education in values, taking the young audience on a journey where children begin to 

identify and overcome their fears from early childhood. 

It´s an innovative show where puppets, drama and cartoon characters come 

together on an audiovisual voyage, backed up with a large unfolding canvas through 

which the puppets and cartoons interact. It is the puppeteer who brings the story 

to life from within, accompanied by an audiovisual programmer who brings the 

story to life from outside. 

 

http://www.titiriguiri.com/


CREDITS 

PROGRAMMING AND VISUAL EFFECTS 

Roberto Martín 

PUPPET CREATOR and PROPS 

Roberto Martin, Antonio Martínez and Titiriguiri 

ANIMATION 

Monigotes Estudio 2.0 Francisco Piris 

ORIGINAL MUSIC 

Miguel Cuevas 

SOUND EDITOR 

Miguel Ángel Varela 

WEB DESIGN 

Neil Robson 

PERFORMERS and VOICES 

Miguel Ángel Varela and Sonia Muñoz 

PHOTOGRAPHY and VIDEO 

Pablo 

PRODUCTION DESIGN 

Titiriguiri Puppet Theatre 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

Carlos Suárez 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Staging for theatre or indoor venue 

Suitable for children aged 3 and over 

Duration:45 minutes  



DIMENSIONS 

The minimum stage measurements are 5mx5m and 4m high. Depending on the 

space available the projections will be done either from the stage itself or using  

equipment provided by Titiriguiri. 

LIGHTING 

Minimum power required 6.000W 

4 Profile spotlights ETC 25-50º 

2 PC ADB 1KW 

6 Dimmer channels  

Digital Lighting Board 

1 Direct Output to projector and laptop  

SOUND 

PA Amplification according to the venue dimensions. 

If required, lighting, video and sound controls, can be placed to the right or left in 

the front row, which may take up at least two seats. 

 

STAGE REQUIREMENTS 

The venue will provide elements to mask the stage.  At least 1 black backdrop, and 

2 black legs to place at both wings of the set are needed. 

 

TITIRIGUIRI PROVIDES 

Cordless microphone 

Sound board 

 BQ 2500 lumens projector 

 

CREW 

Running crew:  1 stage technician 

Assembly time: 3½  hours 

Dismantling time: 1 hour 



 

CONTACT: 

Michael Fernández: (+34) 699 71 00 85 

Sonia Muñoz: (+34) 666 40 52 82 


